Instrument Specific
MS/MS Ion Series
Matching

This talk describes one of the new features in Mascot 1.8 that allows us
to fine-tune the matching of MS/MS data
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Ion series in Mascot 1.7
• a, b, and y ions
• Neutral loss of 17 from all ions
• 2+ ions if precursor was 2+ or higher

Room for improvement?
• More ion series, esp. high energy fragments
• Internal fragments
• Neutral loss of 17 or 18 is composition dependent

In Mascot 1.7, all MS/MS data was matched and scored using the a, b,
and y ion series. In addition to the intact ion series, Mascot also looked
for neutral loss of ammonia and, if the precursor charge was 2+ or
higher, the 2+ ions series.
This works perfectly well for most data, such as electrospray on an ion
trap or quadrupole TOF, or MALDI PSD. However, there are other cases
where it would be desirable to have greater flexibility.
In particular, new instruments such as the TOF/TOF, generate peaks in
high energy ion series plus lots of immonium ions and internal
fragments.
We also wanted to handle neutral losses more accurately, because loss of
ammonia or water is actually composition dependent.
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Mascot 1.8

In Mascot 1.8, we now have an additional field on the search form:
INSTRUMENT. This is a drop down list of all the common instrument
configurations. For backward compatibility, the Default setting gives the
same behaviour as Mascot 1.7
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When you choose one of the instrument types, the ion series used in
scoring are taken from a configuration file. Like other Mascot
configuration files, this is a simple text file that you can edit to modify
existing instrument settings or add new ones.
Here we can see some of the settings in the standard file. The ESI trap,
for example, just looks at b and y ions
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1 # singly charged
2 # doubly charged if precursor 2+ or higher
# (not internal or immonium)
3 # doubly charged if precursor 3+ or higher
# (not internal or immonium)
4 # immonium
5 # a series
6 # a - NH3 if a significant and fragment includes RKNQ
7 # a - H2O if a significant and fragment includes STED
8 # b series
9 # b - NH3 if b significant and fragment includes RKNQ
10 # b - H2O if b significant and fragment includes STED
11 # c series
12 # x series
13 # y series
14 # y - NH3 if y significant and fragment includes RKNQ
15 # y - H2O if y significant and fragment includes STED
16 # z series
17 # internal yb < 700 Da
18 # internal ya < 700 Da
19 # y or y++ must be significant
20 # y or y++ must be highest scoring series

Here, you see the full list of choices for INSTRUMENT configuration in
Mascot 1.8.
Notice that some of the choices are more like rules. For example, #20
says that y or y++ must be the highest scoring series.
We may add more such rules in future releases, and would be very
interested in hearing your suggestions
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How does Mascot Score MS/MS?
1. Each ion series is matched and scored
independently
2. If an ion series contains only a random number
of matches, or less, it is discarded
3. All combinations of the ion series with nonrandom levels of matching are tested to see
which combiination will give the highest score
4. So, having ‘too many’ ion series doesn’t affect the
score, it just reduces specificity

How exactly does Mascot score MS/MS data?
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Example 1: TOF/TOF Data
• High energy collisions
•Immonium ions
•Internal fragments
•x, z, c, etc. ion series

To illustrate how choosing a customised instrument setting can improve
the Mascot score, I'd like to show a couple of examples.
First, TOF/TOF data. Obviously, there is enormous interest in this new
class of instrument. For Mascot, the most important consideration is that
the fragmentation is high energy CID.
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At first sight, some TOF/TOF spectra don't look very promising.
However, the information content is actually very high.
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Mascot 1.7:
Score 87

When this spectrum was searched using Mascot 1.7, the ions score was
excellent: 87
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Mascot 1.8:
Score 115

However, searching with Mascot 1.8, where we can account for the
internal fragments and the immonium ions increases this score to 115
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The reason the score is so high is that pretty much every single peak is a
real peak, that can be assigned to a fragment ion.
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You can see here that we have very good coverage of the y series, and
many of the low mass peaks are internal fragments
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Here is an expanded view of the low mass end of this spectrum. You can
see what I mean about almost every peak being accounted for.
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Mascot 1.7:
Score 32

Now, although its great to see a score of 87 increased to 115, what
matters more is whether we can turn a failed match into a marginal one
or a marginal match into a good one.
Here, for example, we have an inconclusive search result from Mascot
1.7
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Mascot 1.8:
Score 42

With Mascot 1.8, the more accurate ion series modelling pulls out a
reasonably good match. This is very pleasing to see, particularly when
you see the spectrum ...
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The score is marginal because the signal to noise is not as good as the
first example. You wouldn't want to do de novo on a spectrum like this.
Even finding a sequence tag wouldn't be easy. But probability based
matching with Mascot has been successful.
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Example 2:
ECD
c, z+1 ions

My second example concerns electron capture dissociation, which is often
performed on FTMS instruments.
ECD is attracting increased levels of interest because it can provide good
sequence coverage for very low level samples. The most prominent ion
series in ECD are c and z+1 ions, that is z plus a proton
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fragmentation_rules file
title:FTMS-ECD
1 # singly charged
2 # doubly charged if precursor 2+ or higher
11 # c series
13 # y series
16 # z series
*

mod_file

Cheat:
shifts y
into z+1

Title:ECD CTerm Y->Z(ECD)
Hidden
Cterm:17.002735 17.00734
NeutralLoss:16.002735 16.00734
*

To support ECD, we should just need to add a new section to the
fragmentation_rules file.
Unfortunately, when we released Mascot 1.8, we didn't realise that the
z+1 series was important for ECD, and we only included support for the
z series. However, Mascot is very flexible, and we can work around this
by using a modfication.
The difference between a y series ion and a z series ion is just 17 Da. So,
if we have a fixed modification at the C-terminus which does nothing
except have a neutral loss of 16 Da, we can shift the y series into the z+1
series!
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ECD data courtesy of
Nancy Leymarie,
Boston University

We are grateful to Nancy Leymarie of Boston University for pointing this
out to us, and for giving us some examples of ECD data from an FTMS
instrument.
Here is an example of a match to ECD data
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The spectrum is pretty sparse
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Really
z+1

And the matches that matter are those to the c and z+1 series. Without
the facility to define which ion series are to be used, it would be difficult
to get a positive match to this spectrum.
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If you have any suggestions for new or improved instrument settings, or
new rules, please let us know. We believe this new functionality is a
significant enhancement to Mascot, especially for new types of
instrument and unusual ionisation techniques.
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